Disability Equal Terms
disability terminology chart - california courts - disability terminology chart when referring to people with
disabilities, choose words that reflect dignity and respect. use language that describes the person's disability
without defining the individual as his or her disabilitye following are just some getting to equal: the
disability inclusion advantage - getting to equal 2018: the disability inclusion advantage. 2 “persons with
disabilities present business . and industry with unique opportunities in ... to outperform their peers in terms of
total shareholder returns compared with the rest of the sample. whether or not a company qualifies as a
washington state human rights commission guide to ... - disability may be obvious, such as a person
who uses a wheelchair. in most cases, the employee will need to inform you of the disability, either verbally or
through doctor’s notes. remember that the definition of disability includes a person who is ... a job, or to have
access to equal terms and conditions of the job. an employer the americans with disabilities act: shortterm ... - the americans with disabilities act: short-term disabilities, exceptions, and the meaning of minor
gordon good1 ... the ada was to guarantee these americans equal opportunity in ... 13 the ada defines
“disability” in terms of three alternative definitions or prongs, intended to ... glossary of terms disability
employment information guide - als with disabilities an equal opportunity to benefit from the full range of
employment-related opportunities avail-able to others make it illegal for a covered employer to discriminate
against a qualified person with a disability or record of a disability, or a qualified individual who is regarded as
having a disability. including the rights of persons with disabilities in ... - 4 including the rights of
persons with disabilities in united nations programming at country level strategic planning will make it possible
to: • highlight the disability dimensions of ... section 503 crosswalk - united states department of labor
- individual with a disability equal access to insurance or subject a qualified individual with a disability to
different terms or conditions of insurance based on disability alone…” changes the current rule’s two
references to “qualified individual with a disability” to “individual with a disability.” part 60-741.40 general
purpose and disability and equality - sahrc - 9 - research brief on disability and equality in south africa
back to table of contents whereas formal equality tries to ensure equal treatment for all regardless of their
identities, substantive equality aims to achieve equal outcomes by treating people and groups differently.6
different treatment is
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